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Tour de Tunisie



Topography of Tunisia
Everybody  knows  the  country  for  its  sunny  seaside  (Hammamet,  Monastir,  Djerba).  But  the 
mountainous « Green Tunisia » improves upon acquaintance : 

Near the Mediterranean Sea, for instance, the Djebel Boukornine (foot in Hammam-Lif,  576m) 
above the Gulf of Tunis, or, in the Cap Bon (« horn » in the NE), the Djebel Sidi Abderrahmane 
(635m).

But the higher mounts are to be found in the hinterland, in the beginnings of the Atlas range, along 
the Algerian border : the Djebel el Bir (above Aïn Draham, 1014m) in the NW ; the Djebel Chambi 
(highest point of Tunisia, 1544m) in the midwest, near the famous Kasserine basin ; or the Djebel 
Biadha (1164m), in the south, near the road Gafsa-Sfax.



Tour de Tunisie
It was created just before the decolonization, in 1953. A lot of discontinuity in the frequency and in 
the  quality of  the  bunch :  34th  edition  in  2017 (UCI Africa  Tour  2.2  since  2016)  and a  very 
international winner list, including a prestigious podium in 1964 (Pettersson-Aimar-Godefroot) and 
the victory of Uwe Ampler in 1983. In 2017, Pulidori ended at the ... 2nd place. 

Source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tour_de_Tunisie

In 2017, 5 stages :
1- Tunis-Bizerte (130km)
2- Bizerte-Tabarka (170km)
3- Tabarka-Le Kef (153km)
4- Le Kef-Kairouan (175km)
5- Kairouan-Sousse (180km)

For the climbers, the 2nd and 3rd stages are more interesting. Between Bizerte and Tabarka, the route 
goes always up and down (with a few KOM at 200-300m high) between the sea and the mountains, 
in a region called Kroumirie. In the 3rd, from Tabarka to El Kef, 2 main climbs : Aïn Draham, too 
early in the stage to be deciding, and the final ascent to El Kef, much more important.  

Profile and map of the 2nd stage

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tour_de_Tunisie


Aïn Draham – Portrait
Little mountain town, ideal place for a training week, especially for the MTB : the huge cork oak 
forest is worth being visited. Road cyclists will also find what they are looking for. Best seasons : 
spring and autumn, to avoid the too heavy summer heat. Winter is also possible, but nasty surprises 
as well. The sloping roofs (not the rule in Tunisia) indicate that a snowfall can happen.

The starting point is Tabarka, by the Mediterranean Sea. The town is famous thanks to its annual 
jazz festival and for its rocks. A castle was built by the Genoese on an island, not far away from the 
seashore.



After Tabarka the first 7 km are flat (Road 17). From Ksour Lireba, the following 4 km look like a 
false start (1,5  4,0  -3,1  0,2%). The real start is situated on a river (« oued »), before the entrance in 
the forest and the road on the right, that leads to the dam called « Barrage el Kebir) ».

Road before the real start – the climb is in front of us

The first target is Babouch and its pass (crossroads – road to Algeria) : 8,6km and 436m elevation 
gain (4,2  5,6  4,0  3,2  7,7  5,6  6,6  5,0 % + 17m in 600m) up to 493m. « Babouch » has nothing to 
do with any « shoe », it means « snail ».

 Road to Babouch, 3km after the oued



Viewpoint to Babouch pass

After Babouch, the road keeps going up : 3 km-224m on a more difficult slope (8,1  7,2 and 7,1%). 
The end of this part is located near the hotel Nour el Aïn.

Road between Babouch and Aïn Draham. In the background, the cork oak forest

At the top there are 2 flat km left to reach Aïn Draham itself.

On-board video of the descent : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl0axX2lXWM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl0axX2lXWM


Aïn Draham is not an end in itself. A few « extensions » are possible :

1- Staying on the Road 17 (southwards), in the direction of Jendouba
After Aïn Draham, the road first goes down (3km at 5%), then up in the same conditions, before 
going down definitively to Jendouba plain, going through Fernana. The dam near Beni M'Tir can be 
a good destination :

2- Explore Aïn Draham and its surroundings 

1- The Djebel el Bir (1014m), in the SE, not asphalted, but suiteable for bicycles 

Track to Djebel el Bir

2- The « col des Ruines », asphalted, then track for MTB



3- Going back to Tabarka off the beaten track (fully asphalted)

If you are able to ride 100km and to climb 1600m elevation gain +, this is a good idea.

In Aïn Draham, take the Road 11 eastwards. Through Faj errih (that means « Windy Gap »), top of 
the road at km26,5-793m. 

     Road to the « Windy Gap » Forest and sea in the background

Then Tbainia, at the foot of the descent, not so far from Beni M'Tir Dam (km34-489m).



At km52, leave the Road 11, turning left. A nice descent (15km-400m) down to an oued, in a very 
isolated and quiet valley.

       Crossroads at  Aïn es-Snoussi (km52) Viewpoint from the Road 11

Then the challenge : after 40km of idleness, the nasty climb in the middle of nowhere. Just after the 
river, 6km and 380m at 5,5  4,8  5,8  8,0  7,4 and 6,6%. The slope seems to be harmless. It is, but it 
not impossible, that your body's gone numb, especially because of the climate. Awakening could be 
rude. But the viewpoint to the oued below is really worth being seen.

         Foot on the oued     Last hairpin before the 2nd top
One of the most beautiful places in the tour 

Afterwards, a last 10km descent down to Ras Rajel (on the Road 7), near Tabarka aiport. Finally, 
the last 9km on the main road and a final 50m elevation gain jump, before the crossroads and the 
touristic road.


